
LUA FILE WRITE APPEND

Read and write mode for an existing file. 5. "w+". All existing data is removed if file exists or new file is created with read
write permissions. 6. "a+". Append mode .

Equivalent to io. When called without parameters, it returns the current default input file descriptor. The
second style uses explicit file descriptors. It returns a new file descriptor, or, in case of errors, nil plus an error
message. When using implicit file descriptors, all operations are supplied by table io. For our program, we got
the following output. The above example uses io. These functions are quite similar to implicit file descriptors.
This file is open in update mode and it is automatically removed when the program ends. A sample of using
implicit file descriptors is shown below. The following example of the file version of the same implicit file
descriptors example is shown below. The mode string may also have a b at the end, which is needed in some
systems to open the file in binary mode. When using explicit file descriptors, the operation io. Explicit File
Descriptors We often use explicit file descriptor which allows us to manipulate multiple files at a time. The
call io. In the above example, you can see how the implicit descriptors work with file system using the io.
Without a file, closes the default output file. It offsets the cursor from the 25 positions prior to the end of file.
The offset is measured from the beginning of the file if the first argument is "set"; from the current position in
the file if it's "cur"; or from the end of the file if it's "end". This string is exactly what is used in the standard C
function fopen. Returns the string "file" if obj is an open file descriptor, "closed file" if obj is a closed file
descriptor, and nil if obj is not a file descriptor.


